
PRC PUPPETEERING COMMENTS  from Y6, Years 6/7 

 

AFFAN: 

Something that I learned about puppeteering is that it takes a long time to learn how to puppeteer. To be a 

good puppeteer is to read a lot and to be creative. So far, my favourite puppet that Sue brought in is the one 

that turns into a seal when he gets shot in the show. The thing that I found interesting is how fun it is to be 

a puppeteer performing in front of big crowds and learning new strategies from new and different people 

all around the world. The performance that Sue did was very interesting, made me like puppeteering, and 

also made me feel happy inside. Sue, the puppeteer, was very detailed in her work and added every little 

detail and was very focused and did not lose focus at any moment. The comment that I would like to address 

to Sue is that she is a great puppeteer, and I think she is the oldest in the world. 

 

CAITIE: 

Something I found interesting was that it takes ten years to work on the feet and ten years to do the arms 

of one type of puppet. Another thing was that the man that turns into a seal has to hold the head. Another 

thing I found interesting was that the two Chinese puppets are 1,000 years old. Sue said, "the Chinese 

puppets should be in a museum." The last thing I found interesting was the play Sue did at the end. I love 

the movement in the play. 

 

MARCO: 

Something I learned about puppeteering was that it takes a long time to learn and to be a professional at it. 

Each body part takes at least a year or so to learn, and you need to read many books and be creative with 

the story played. One of my favourite puppets has to be the man with curly hair who can change to a Seal. 

The first thing I think about when I see it is Aquaman because of the curly hair, and it's a human turned into 

a sea animal. Something I found interesting was that some puppets are over 100 years old, and just cool to 

see a 100 year old puppet that is super heavy. The performance that Sue performed made me feel like I was 

the baby she was playing with. I imagined that I was in that space. Sue's clothing was all black too, so it 

looked like the puppets were moving on their own. Sue played the puppets really well and professionally, 

and if there was music, the play would be so good and entertaining. Sue really inspired me to be a puppeteer, 

but the only problem was that it took at least 15/10 years to learn one part. For example, the leg of one 

puppet took 10 years to learn! Imagine learning only one part in over a year! 

 

TASMIN: 

I learnt that you need to be able to read so then you can do puppeteering because if you don't know how 

to, then you won't be able to do puppeteering or play the emotions that the puppets betray. My favourite 

puppet was the little doll with no hair or clothes, with the tiny bear and the little box. Something I found 

interesting was that Sue had these puppet masks that were at least 100 years old or older. Sue 'played the 

puppets' the way that their looks betrayed them. 

 

 

 



MEHARBIR: 

Something I learned about puppeteering was that puppetry is just a different kind of art that entertains 

people. It's not just about moving puppets, though. It's about organising and planning all the movements of 

the puppets following a script or story. My favourite puppet that Sue used was the baby because I think the 

movement of something so small, being operated by someone, was really fascinating. The baby's movement 

was really attractive. The way it was designed also really made it pop out. Something I really found interesting 

was how she organised the movement and wrote it down before performing. I think that emphasising that 

reading is important for puppeteering is interesting. I didn't think that reading would be important for 

puppeteering. The performance really made me feel inspired and it really made me want to hold the puppet, 

perform on stage in front of all the people, and entertain them. I think entertaining people and being capable 

of moving my hands following a script skillfully would be amusing. My comment about the way Sue played 

the puppets. I was surprised when Sue played the puppets because it would take a lot of skill to move your 

hands that way, and it is really cool how she could control the puppets as if they were her hands. I think Sue 

is very skilful to be controlling the puppets so efficiently. 

 

LEEROI: 

Something I learned about puppeteering is the immense amount of time and effort a learning puppeteer 

must invest to learn to use puppets professionally. During the performance there were many different 

puppets, and overall, my favourite puppet would be the baby at the end of the show. Something I found very 

interesting was how Sue made the most basic puppets show emotions and feelings, without a proper face, 

and using only actions with its limbs. 

 

ZARIF: 

Something I learned about puppeteering is that it's a skill that requires lots of reading to be performed and 

mastered. A lot of things in life require you to do a lot of reading to be good at them. The puppet I most liked 

Sue using was the teddy bear because it's very fascinating to see something so small be operated by 

someone. Something I found to be intriguing is the high level of complexity and knowledge required for 

puppetry. One of the feelings acquired from the performance was curiosity. I learned that puppeteering 

requires the important skill of reading which makes you knowledgeable. Something notable about the way 

Sue played the puppets was that she used intricate and careful movements to make the puppets move in a 

realistic way. 

 

COOPER: 

Something I learned about puppeteering is how puppets move. I love how they move. My favourite puppet 

was the baby. The "moves" of the puppet I loved - it's the best move I have seen in a long time for a puppet. 

The look of the puppets look new, and some old - over 100+ years. What I liked about the old one was that 

it cost a lot of money. Something I found interesting was how Sue moved the puppets. 

 

NABIL: 

I have learned a lot about puppeteering, especially about how hard it is and how there are professional 

puppeteers who spend their entire lives learning. I also learned that there are different types of puppets 

based on culture, such as a Japanese puppet compared to an American or Australian one. I really enjoyed 



the little baby puppet bit of the lesson. It was interesting and made me think about the baby puppet - why 

did he/she go in the box. It really did make me think about this puppet. At first, in this presentation, I kind 

of zoned out disinterested, but I was still listening to the performance, and I found it not boring to listen. I 

looked a couple of times and got more interested. I would say a yes, 10/10, a very interesting performance 

that was magnificent! Sue played the puppets very accurately and with precision, but I could see a lot of 

times her fingers which wasn't annoying but distracted me a little bit.  

 

ASEEL: 

Something I learned about puppeteering was that it's too hard to control the puppet's body, like the hands 

and the legs and also the head, to make the right moves. It took the Japanese puppeteer from when he was 

six years old to 100+. In my opinion, my favourite puppet is the witch because it has a lot of details. 

Something I found interesting is that even the small details are very important, and when you watch the 

show you will feel like no one is controlling it. The performance made me think that it very interesting and 

so much fun.  

 

IMOGEN: 

Some things I learned during the puppet presentation were that you have to read and do research about the 

storyline and the parts of the story that you're telling. I also learned that puppets come in various sizes; they 

can be as small as mice and as big as two people. The final thing I learned is that it takes many years to learn 

just one part of a large puppet's body. It can take nearly ten years to learn the bottom half of a puppet and 

nearly five years to learn the left arm. A further comment is that I didn't know that you needed to read to 

do puppeteering. 

 

BRODIE: 

Something I learned about puppeteering is that puppeteering is something that doesn't have to use speech 

when performing. My favourite puppet was the bear at the end when the boy took a bear from the chest 

and put it on his floor, then it moved. Something I found interesting was when Sue explained that when 

performing live, she had to switch the puppet's head in the middle of the stage. The performance inspired 

me to make or do something. The way Sue played the puppets made them look real. 

 

SAHAR: 

Something I learned about puppeteering was that you have to have more than 26 years of experience to 

hold the hand, head etc., of the big puppet. One of my favourite puppets was the big man with curly hair like 

a mane. I also liked the small baby that was walking to the treasure box. Something I found interesting was 

the Japanese puppets that were 100+ years old. They looked new because they were looked after, and it 

was cool that we got to see it live! The performance made me feel pretty surprised because I didn't know 

much about puppetry, and I liked learning more about them. I think Sue had been doing puppetry for a while 

because she made them walk really well, and when she was talking to them, she had a voice of the puppets. 

I found puppeteering very interesting, and there's a chance I will do it in future times. 

 

 



MOHAMMED: 

Something I learned about puppeteering is that you have to do research and be creative and not copy other 

people. You also have to read books to understand puppeteering. My favourite puppet was the baby because 

he was the main character. If the baby wasn't in the show, we wouldn't have been introduced to the teddy 

bear. Something I found interesting was the fact that Sue was able to make everyone entertained and that 

she was able to move two to three puppets by herself. The way Sue played the puppets was very nice. The 

hand movement and the timing made the show seem like it was in real life, and that is why everyone was 

entertained. I wonder what would have happened if the treasure chest and teddy bear were not a part of 

the show. I also wonder what might have happened if the baby did not open the treasure chest. 


